CATALOGUE
SÖHNGEN® – quality made in Germany
SÖHNGEN® is a registered trademark and internationally renowned. Benefit from more than 90 years of experience in the manufacture of wound care, first-aid and emergency medical equipment. We are trailblazer for innovations in first aid and occupational health and safety. SÖHNGEN® means product idea, product conception and product development coming from one source. Our products are manufactured pursuant to the relevant German and European laws, standards and directives.

Why choose SÖHNGEN®?

- Sterile SÖHNGEN® wound dressings have a 20-year expiry date from the date of manufacture, as long as the sterile packaging remains undamaged.
- Our sterile dressings are produced in our own cleanrooms with modern equipment and methods.

- SÖHNGEN® is a manufacturer producing in Germany with more than 130 employees at our headquarters, exclusively working suppliers, international certification and regular audits.
- SÖHNGEN® provides customer-oriented service and communication.

SÖHNGEN® product identifications are given in different languages. You may choose from one of the following:

- Arabic
- Chinese
- Czech
- Danish
- Dutch
- English
- Finnish
- French
- German
- Greek
- Hungarian
- Italian
- Polish
- Portuguese
- Romanian
- Russian
- Slovak
- Slovenian
- Spanish
- Turkish
First Aid

- First aid cases
- First aid cabinets
- Stretchers
- Scoop stretcher
- Basket stretcher
- Spine board
- Stretcher chair
- Vacuum mattresses
- Rescue litters
- Rescue seat
- Cervical collars

Wound Care

- aluderm® compresses
- aluderm® sheets
- aluderm® bandage packets
- aluderm® special bandages
- aluderm®-aluplast wound plaster
- BambuCare® compresses
- BambuCare® bandage packets

Emergency Medical Systems

- Emergency cases
- Emergency backpacks
- Disposables
- Stretcher stand
- Sphygmomanometers
- Disaster box system SEG
- Resuscitator bags
- Oxygen
- Intubation
- Laryngoscopes
- Suction pumps
Available in 3 sizes and 4 colours

- Case QUICK-CD
  approx. 260 × 170 × 110 mm
- Case SN-CD
  approx. 310 × 210 × 130 mm
- Case MT-CD
  approx. 400 × 300 × 150 mm

Features

- resilient ABS thermoplastic
- constant colouration
- impact resistant
- temperature withstanding
- rounded and streamlined
- no sharp corners or edges
- all parts exchangeable
- equally sized case halves
- all-round rubber sealing
- inner partitioning
- transparent lids

- turn locks
- strong handle
- sealing device
- security seals
- coloured pictograms
- including wall bracket with 90° lock for horizontal positioning
- case quickly releasable
- suitable for mobile as well as stationary use

5 years warranty on movable parts (e.g. carrying handles, turn locks, hinge links, locking straps,) as well as on constant colour of the cases.

*See page 2 for further information.
**For orders over 50 pieces.
First aid cabinets City-Series

Available in 2 versions

Cabinet with one door
approx. 302 × 362 × 140 mm

Cabinet with two doors
approx. 404 × 462 × 170 mm

Features

- high quality sheet steel
- thickness 0,7 mm
- frame built from one piece
- electrostatically powder-coated
- rounded and streamlined
- no sharp corners or edges
- back with hanging facility
- safety cylinder lock

- each cabinet with two keys
- hinged doors
- allround sealing
- door with hinged tray
- inner partitioning with shelves
- partly with drawers
- partly with door compartments
- coloured pictograms

Available in 2 versions

Cabinet with one door
approx. 302 × 362 × 140 mm

Cabinet with two doors
approx. 404 × 462 × 170 mm

Features

- high quality sheet steel
- thickness 0,7 mm
- frame built from one piece
- electrostatically powder-coated
- rounded and streamlined
- no sharp corners or edges
- back with hanging facility
- safety cylinder lock

- each cabinet with two keys
- hinged doors
- allround sealing
- door with hinged tray
- inner partitioning with shelves
- partly with drawers
- partly with door compartments
- coloured pictograms

Available in 2 versions

Cabinet with one door
approx. 302 × 362 × 140 mm

Cabinet with two doors
approx. 404 × 462 × 170 mm

Features

- high quality sheet steel
- thickness 0,7 mm
- frame built from one piece
- electrostatically powder-coated
- rounded and streamlined
- no sharp corners or edges
- back with hanging facility
- safety cylinder lock

- each cabinet with two keys
- hinged doors
- allround sealing
- door with hinged tray
- inner partitioning with shelves
- partly with drawers
- partly with door compartments
- coloured pictograms
First aid filling recommendations

The recommended* quantity of first aid kits depends on the different working risks within the different business branches as well as on the number of employees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk of injury</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>Recommended minimum filling size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative plant</td>
<td>1-50</td>
<td>Filling small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51-300**</td>
<td>Filling large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing facility</td>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>Filling small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21-100**</td>
<td>Filling large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction site</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>Filling small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11-50**</td>
<td>Filling large</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Recommendation based on German ASR A4.3.
**A larger number of employees requires further first aid equipment. We will be happy to assist you.
Filling large – first aid cases and cabinets

First aid case MT-CD
- approx. 400 × 300 × 150 mm
- resilient ABS thermoplastic
- incl. wall bracket with 90° lock for horizontal positioning
- for detailed features please see page 4
- incl. coloured pictograms and first aid label

MT-CD, filling large, case orange
03 11 055
MT-CD, filling large, case white
03 11 056
MT-CD, filling large, case green
03 11 057
MT-CD, filling large, case yellow
03 11 058
MT-CD, empty, case orange
03 11 250
MT-CD, empty, case white
03 11 251
MT-CD, empty, case green
03 11 252
MT-CD, empty, case yellow
03 11 253

First aid cabinet ROM
- approx. 404 × 462 × 170 mm
- sheet steel
- two doors with three storage compartments each
- two shelves, two drawers
- for detailed features please see page 5
- incl. coloured pictograms and first aid label

ROM, filling large
05 01 104
ROM, empty
05 02 114
**First aid case SN-CD**
- approx. 310 x 210 x 130 mm
- resilient ABS thermoplastic
- incl. wall bracket with 90° lock for horizontal positioning
- for detailed features please see page 4
- incl. coloured pictograms and first aid label

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03 11 038</td>
<td>SN-CD, filling small, case orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 039</td>
<td>SN-CD, filling small, case white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 040</td>
<td>SN-CD, filling small, case green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 041</td>
<td>SN-CD, filling small, case yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 230</td>
<td>SN-CD, empty, case orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 231</td>
<td>SN-CD, empty, case white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 232</td>
<td>SN-CD, empty, case green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 241</td>
<td>SN-CD, empty, case yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First aid case QUICK-CD**
- approx. 260 x 170 x 110 mm
- resilient ABS thermoplastic
- incl. wall bracket with 90° lock for horizontal positioning
- for detailed features please see page 4
- incl. coloured pictograms and first aid label

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03 11 025</td>
<td>QUICK-CD, filling small, case orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 026</td>
<td>QUICK-CD, filling small, case white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 027</td>
<td>QUICK-CD, filling small, case green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 028</td>
<td>QUICK-CD, filling small, case yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 220</td>
<td>QUICK-CD, empty, case orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 221</td>
<td>QUICK-CD, empty, case white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 222</td>
<td>QUICK-CD, empty, case green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 11 223</td>
<td>QUICK-CD, empty, case yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Filling small – first aid cabinets

**First-aid cabinet HEIDELBERG**
- approx. 302 × 362 × 140 mm
- sheet steel
- one door
- one shelf
- for detailed features please see page 5
- incl. coloured pictograms and first aid label

HEIDELBERG, filling small
05 01 101

HEIDELBERG, empty
05 02 101

**First-aid cabinet HAMBURG**
- approx. 404 × 462 × 170 mm
- sheet steel
- two doors
- two drawers
- for detailed features please see page 5
- incl. coloured pictograms and first aid label

HAMBURG, filling small
05 01 102

HAMBURG, empty
05 02 114
First aid cases EUROPA

All SOHNGEN® products are manufactured pursuant to international standards, based on strict German as well as international norms. All SOHNGEN® products are strictly in compliance with the directives of the European Union. In order to overcome linguistic barriers in the different countries, both the EUROPA cases include a list of contents and a short first aid manual in 14 European languages. User-friendly application of bandages and general first aid measures are made easy.

First aid case EUROPA I
- approx. 310 x 210 x 130 mm
- resilient ABS thermoplastic, colour orange
- incl. wall bracket with 90° lock for horizontal positioning
- for detailed features please see page 4
- filling small
- incl. list of contents and first aid manual in 14 european languages

30 01 356

First aid case EUROPA II
- approx. 400 x 300 x 150 mm
- resilient ABS thermoplastic, colour orange
- incl. wall bracket with 90° lock for horizontal positioning
- for detailed features please see page 4
- filling large
- incl. list of contents and first aid manual in 14 european languages

30 01 357
**Foldable stretchers**

**Stretcher N – 1 x foldable**
- open approx. 2.302 × 556 × 137 mm
- folded approx. 1.920 × 150 × 145 mm
- seamless rectangular aluminium structure
- lockable steel joints, slide-in handles
- safety belts with quick release clip locks
- stretcher-cover with pillow bag, disinfectable, rot resistant
- choice from easy-care coated fabric or from breathable polyethylene fibres

- coated fabric, 4 glide feet
  - 06 01 004
- coated fabric, 2 glide/2 roller feet
  - 06 01 074
- coated fabric, 4 roller feet
  - 06 01 075
- polyethylene fibres, 4 glide feet
  - 06 01 002
- polyethylene fibres, 2 glide/2 roller feet
  - 06 01 070
- polyethylene fibres, 4 roller feet
  - 06 01 071

**Stretcher K – 2 x foldable**
- open approx. 2.302 × 556 × 137 mm
- folded approx. 1.040 × 130 × 180 mm
- seamless rectangular aluminium structure
- lockable steel joints, slide-in handles
- safety belts with quick release clip locks
- stretcher-cover with pillow bag, disinfectable, rot resistant
- choice from easy-care coated fabric or from breathable polyethylene fibres

- coated fabric, 4 glide feet
  - 06 01 005
- coated fabric, 2 glide/2 roller feet
  - 06 01 076
- coated fabric, 4 roller feet
  - 06 01 077
- polyethylene fibres, 4 glide feet
  - 06 01 003
- polyethylene fibres, 2 glide/2 roller feet
  - 06 01 072
- polyethylene fibres, 4 roller feet
  - 06 01 073

**Transport bags**
- for transport and storage of stretchers
- coated nylon fabric, colour orange
- two-way zippers and carrying belts, colour black

- for stretcher 1 x foldable, approx. 199 × 30 cm
  - 06 02 001
- for stretcher 2 x foldable, approx. 110 × 30 cm
  - 06 02 002
**Scoop stretcher**

Can be split into two longitudinal parts that are separately placed on each side of the patient. The parts are then brought together underneath the casualty until securing clips at the stretcher’s top and bottom both engage. The patient can now be carefully lifted and transferred to a vacuum mattress for immobilisation.

- width approx. 430 mm
- length stepwise adjustable from approx. 1.670 to 2.010 mm
- foldable to approx. 1.200 mm
- maximum load approx. 170 kg
- anodized natural aluminium alloy
- safety locking on head and foot end
- three patient restraint belts

06 01 035

**SÖHNGEN® scoop stretcher head fixation set**

- side pads and head restrainers for the immobilisation of the head
- side pads lightweight foam rubber, washable nylon covers, colour orange
- head restrainer incl. padded forehead belt with adjustable velcro fasteners

06 01 045

**Basket stretcher Secour-Comfort**

Enables a safe and secure lifting from high or deep locations. The patient can be lifted or lowered, even in difficult circumstances.

- approx. 2.170 × 620 × 185 mm
- maximum load approx. 278 kg
- high-grade HDPE plastic with tubular aluminium frame
- moulded-in handholds
- suspension points
- fixed padding
- four polyester patient restraint belts, each approx. 250 cm long, 5 cm wide, with self-locking quick-release snap-hooks
- canted aluminium foot-rest with neoprene padding
- self-locking lower leg support
- length-adjustable safety straps for foot rest

06 01 024

**Lifting bridles for basket stretcher Secour-Comfort**

- lifting device with a crane hook
- four adjustable belt straps, each with self-locking snap hook and attachment eyelet
- infinite angle adjustment, self-locking
- guiding rope approx. 80 m long, Ø 6 mm, with self-locking snap hook, sheathed polyester

06 01 033
Spine-board/stretcher chair

**SÖHNGEN® spine-board**
Special device for a gentle and safe transportation of injured persons particularly if spinal injuries are suspected.
- pursuant to DIN EN 1865
- approx. 1.850 x 425 x 50 mm
- load capacity up to approx. 150 kg
- extraordinarily stable, reliable, lightweight, radiolucent, fluid-proof
- resistant plastic material, colour signal yellow, easy to maintain
- multiple handles
- incl. three adjustable safety belts

**06 01 201**

**Body strap system for SÖHNGEN® spine-board**
- y-shaped central strap, four adjustable body straps
- velcro fasteners to assure individual adjustment to the patient’s body size
- head/feet markings on central strap

**06 01 202**

**Head immobilizer set for SÖHNGEN® spine-board**
- consisting of one basic head part, two lateral head rests, two padded straps
- vinyl coated EVA foam, soft, supple
- radiolucent, no absorption of liquids, resisting mould and micro-organisms

**06 01 203**

**Stretcher chair KOMBI**
Universally applicable combination of wheelchair/carrying chair and stretcher.
Equally suitable for transportation in sitting or lying position.
- size collapsed approx. 1.000 x 550 x 150 mm
- size as a wheelchair approx. 1.350 x 550 x 500 mm
- size as a stretcher approx. 1.950 x 550 x 120 mm
- load capacity up to approx. 150 kg
- frame construction of tempered aluminium
- all joints lockable
- Vinlex cover, easy to clean, removable
- four retractable handles, two retractable active rollers, three safety belts

**60 01 075**
VTI®-Futur vacuum mattress

On the VTI®-Futur vacuum mattress the casualty can be securely immobilised – similar to lying in a plaster cast. System SOHNGEN®.

- load capacity up to approx. 120 kg/handle
- high-strength polyester fabric, hard-wearing, stable, resilient
- no migration of plasticizers, long life expectancy, radiolucent
- inner coating with natural rubber, outer coating non-fading, weatherproof
- interchangeable clip-in handles, ergonomically shaped, self-locking under load

VTI®-Futur vacuum mattress – wide

- approx. 2,000 × 800 × 150 mm
- incl. eight mounted clipin handles, max. capacity of 12 handles

06 03 049

VTI®-Futur vacuum mattress – narrow

- approx. 2,000 × 600 × 100 mm
- intended for space restricted vehicles
- eight mounting loops for handles, handles not included

06 03 042

Rescue litter

- approx. 2,000 × 700 mm
- six handles reinforced by plastic hosing
- durable polyester fabric, sealed surface, colour orange, grammage 650 g/m²
- tear-proof, impermeable, temperature withstanding and flame-retardant

06 01 065

Rescue seat KOMBI

Enables the transport of people with restricted mobility in a seated position.

- seat polyester fabric, sealed surface
- shoulder belts white polyester band, 10 cm wide
- movable shoulder paddings, one shoulder belt adjustable

06 01 102

Clip-in handle for VTI®-Futur vacuum mattresses

06 03 045

Vacuum pump

- manually operated double piston pump, bifunctional
- efficiency approx. 2,000 cm³, pressure up to 1 bar
- pump with foot, handle, connection hose and several adapters

06 03 050
Cervical collars

The application of a cervical collar is recommended if there is the slightest suspicion of a spinal injury.

Laerdal Stifneck® Select™
- adjustable cervical collar
- latex-free, radiolucent, CT and MRI scan compatible
- adjustment tracks ensure symmetrical alignment
- instructions and sizes clearly moulded into collar
- oversized trachea window for easy access

adults, four sizes adjustable
06 03 070
paediatric, three sizes adjustable
06 03 069

Laerdal Stifneck®
- non-adjustable cervical collar
- latex-free, radiolucent, CT and MRI scan compatible
- oversized trachea window for easy access

paediatric
06 03 071
baby non-neck
06 03 072
non-neck
06 03 073
short
06 03 074
regular
06 03 075
tall
06 03 076

Ambu® Perfit® ACE™
- adjustable cervical collar for adults
- radiolucent, CT and MRI scan compatible
- chin piece with four standard settings, additionally 16 precise settings for customized fit
- oversized trachea window for easy access

06 03 080
aluderm® bandages

aluderm® with its aluminium vaporized wound layer is ideally suited for the treatment of all superficial wounds and injuries – burns, abrasions and lacerations. aluderm® is extremely soft and supple, assists epithelisation and recovery. The smooth aluminised surface does not stick to the wound, supports painfree bandage changing and ensures wound rest.

aluderm® is highly absorbent, air vented, non-fraying, hypoallergenic, physiologically safe, free from bleaching agents and chemical binders. aluderm® wound dressings are available in a lot of variations from single wound compresses to bandages particularly adapted to special requirements.

aluderm®-aluplast wound plaster

aluderm®-aluplast is the special wound plaster with an aluminised wound layer and unites all the good properties of the aluderm® dressing material. aluderm®-aluplast is manufactured as an elastic fleece plaster as well as of waterproof foil material and is available in a variety of shapes and sizes.

aluderm® eye compress DuOcul

- two oval shaped compresses, jointly packed in sterile bag
- for treatment and padding of eye injuries

aluderm® slit compress

- absorbent packing compress, single sterile packing
- for application around inserted tubes, catheters and cannulas
- punched hole and slit

CH 08-30 compress, approx. 6 × 7 cm, hole ø 4,5-11 mm
10 03 214

CH 32-50 compress, approx. 8 × 9 cm, hole ø 12-19 mm
10 03 215

aluderm® compress

- aluminium-vaporised, sterile packing

individually sealed, approx. 10 × 10 cm
10 03 208

individually sealed, approx. 10 × 15 cm
10 03 209

individually sealed, approx. 20 × 20 cm
10 03 210

sterile package of 50 pcs., not individually sealed, approx. 10 × 10 cm
10 03 227

sterile package of 50 pcs., not individually sealed, approx. 10 × 15 cm
10 03 228

sterile package of 50 pcs., not individually sealed, approx. 20 × 20 cm
10 03 229

aluderm® dressing sheet

- aluminium-vaporised, sterile packing

approx. 40 × 60 cm
10 03 204

approx. 60 × 80 cm
10 03 205

approx. 80 × 120 cm
10 03 206

aluderm® bed sheet

- aluminium-vaporised, sterile packing

approx. 73 × 220 cm
10 03 207

approx. 140 × 220 cm
10 03 224
aluderm® bandage packet
- aluderm® compress sealed onto elastic WS fixing bandage
- strong absorption, low risk of strangling
- special „No-Touch“ winding that avoids contact during application
- pursuant to DIN 13151
- individually sealed, sterile packing

small, bandage approx. 3 m (extended) × 6 cm, compress approx. 6 × 8 cm
10 03 371

medium, bandage approx. 4 m (extended) × 8 cm, compress approx. 8 × 10 cm
10 03 372

large, bandage approx. 4 m (extended) × 10 cm, compress approx. 10 × 12 cm
10 03 373

aluderm® bandage packet extra large
- (not pictured) aluderm® compress (approx. 35 × 45 cm) sealed onto elastic WS fixing bandage (3 m extended × 6 cm)
- for covering larger wound areas
- individually sealed, sterile packing

10 03 203

aluderm® quick bandage packet
- aluderm® compress sealed onto cohesive bandage
- non-slip, no additional fixation by means of tape or safety pins necessary
- special „No-Touch“ winding that avoids contact during application

small, bandage approx. 1 m (extended) × 6 cm, compress approx. 6 × 8 cm
10 03 197

large, bandage approx. 1 m (extended) × 8 cm, compress approx. 8 × 10 cm
10 03 198

finger, bandage approx. 20 cm (extended) × 4 cm, compress approx. 4 × 4 cm
10 03 196

SOHNGEN® manufactures its bandage packets in a so-called “No-Touch” manner: i.e. a special fold that enables quick and easy application onto the wound without touching the compress. Direction of unfolding is given, turning or crossing of the bandage is not necessary.

aluderm® mattress AquaCool
- soft padding mattress for wet and dry treatment of large-scale injuries
- multi-layer composition
- surface does not stick to the wound
- inner padding with particularly high water retention capacity, moistening and cooling effect, assures comfortable padding during transport
- cushion size destined for partial treatment, i.e. head, hand, leg etc.

adults, approx. 1.950 × 650 × 30 mm
10 03 510

children, approx. 1.200 × 550 × 30 mm
10 03 534

cushion size, approx. 400 × 600 × 30 mm
10 03 520
**aluderm® alucap**
- Ready-to-use hood-shaped head bandage, inner side aluminium-vaporised
- Quick and easy application, chin-side with velcro fasteners for easy bandage changing and wound observation
- Individually sealed, sterile packing

10 03 216

**aluderm® alufinger**
- Slipover finger dressing, inner side aluminium-vaporised
- Quick and easy application, easy bandage changing
- Leather fingerstall to fix and protect alufinger
- Individually sealed, sterile packing

Finger dressing, single pack
10 03 220

Set 1 = 1 alufinger + 1 leather fingerstall
10 03 221

Set 2 = 3 alufinger + 1 leather fingerstall
10 03 222

**aluderm® aluface**
- Ready-to-use aluderm® face mask to cover large-scale wounds
- Dressing sheet with punched areas for eyes, nose and mouth
- Respiration not hindered
- Individually sealed, sterile packing

10 03 190

**aluderm® aluhand • aluarm • aluleg**
- (not pictured) Ready-to-use aluderm® dressing sheets with velcro closure
- Extremities can be completely wrapped
- Easy bandage change and wound observation
- Individually sealed, sterile packing

**aluderm® aluhand hand dressing**
10 03 217

**aluderm® aluarm arm dressing**
10 03 218

**aluderm® aluleg leg dressing**
10 03 219

**aluderm® abrasion dressing**
- Special dressing sheet to loosely cover abrasion sores
- Silk plaster strips (approx. 12 × 2.5 cm each) assure the bandage is kept in place
- Sealed sterile packing

Compress approx. 21 × 30 cm, 6 silk strips
10 03 263

**aluderm® laceration dressing**
- Special compress with reinforced sides, shall hinder the wound from re-opening and gaping
- Aluminium-vaporised compress, centrally located on larger elastic plaster fleece
- Individually sealed, sterile packing

Large, compress approx. 7 x 4 cm
10 03 264

Small, compress approx. 5 x 3 cm
10 03 265
aluderm®-aluplast wound plaster

The special wound plaster with aluminium-vapourised aluderm® wound pad. Does not stick to the wound, no skin irritation, non-fraying, highly absorbent, air-vented, assists epithelisation and recovery. Body heat supports activation of the polyacrylate adhesive agent.

- aluderm®-aluplast elastic: highly elastic polyester fleece, white, skin-friendly, water-repellent. Also recommended for persons with sensitive skin.
- aluderm®-aluplast stable: transparent polyethylene foil, very robust, water-proof. Suitable for strong use, even in places influenced by humidity and dirt.

aluderm®-aluplast wound plaster roll

- one strip of approx. 5 m wound plaster, rolled
- to be cut individually as required
- strip NOT sealed, in box

approx. 5 m × 4 cm
10 09 189
approx. 5 m × 6 cm
10 09 198
approx. 5 m × 8 cm
10 09 190

aluderm®-aluplast wound plaster – in strips

- wound plaster cut in strips of 10 cm, individually sealed, in box

elastic, approx. 1 m x 4 cm, 10 pcs. of 10 cm
10 09 187
elastic, approx. 1 m x 6 cm, 10 pcs. of 10 cm
10 09 199
elastic, approx. 1 m x 8 cm, 10 pcs. of 10 cm
10 09 188
stable, approx. 1 m x 6 cm, 10 pcs. of 10 cm
10 09 151
elastic, approx. 5 m x 6 cm, 50 pcs. of 10 cm
10 09 154

aluderm®-aluplast elastic – hygienic box

- wound plaster cut in strips of approx. 10 x 6 cm, individually sealed, in box

approx. 5 m, 50 pcs.
10 09 108
approx. 10 m, 100 pcs.
10 09 109
aluderm®-aluoplast finger plaster

- individually sealed
- elastic, approx. 12 x 2 cm, 10 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 163
- elastic, approx. 12 x 2 cm, 50 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 164
- elastic, approx. 12 x 2 cm, 100 pcs. in box
  - 10 09 165
- elastic, approx. 18 x 2 cm, 10 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 192
- elastic, approx. 18 x 2 cm, 50 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 193
- elastic, approx. 18 x 2 cm, 100 pcs. in box
  - 10 09 197
- stable, approx. 18 x 2 cm, 10 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 161
- stable, approx. 18 x 2 cm, 50 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 162

aluderm®-aluoplast finger joint plaster

- individually sealed
- elastic
- approx. 4 x 7,2 cm, 10 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 181
- approx. 4 x 7,2 cm, 50 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 182
- approx. 4 x 7,2 cm, 100 pcs. in box
  - 10 09 183

aluderm®-aluoplast fingertip plaster

- individually sealed
- elastic, approx. 4,3 x 7,2 cm, 10 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 184
- elastic, approx. 4,3 x 7,2 cm, 50 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 185
- elastic, approx. 4,3 x 7,2 cm, 100 pcs. in box
  - 10 09 186
- stable, approx. 4,3 x 7,2 cm, 10 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 141
- stable, approx. 4,3 x 7,2 cm, 50 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 142

aluderm®-aluoplast plaster strip

- individually sealed
- elastic, approx. 1,9 x 7,2 cm, 10 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 166
- elastic, approx. 1,9 x 7,2 cm, 50 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 167
- elastic, approx. 1,9 x 7,2 cm, 100 pcs. in box
  - 10 09 168
- elastic, approx. 2,5 x 7,2 cm, 10 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 178
- elastic, approx. 2,5 x 7,2 cm, 50 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 179
- elastic, approx. 2,5 x 7,2 cm, 100 pcs. in box
  - 10 09 180
- stable, approx. 1,9 x 7,2 cm, 10 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 155
- stable, approx. 1,9 x 7,2 cm, 50 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 156
- stable, approx. 2,5 x 7,2 cm, 10 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 157
- stable, approx. 2,5 x 7,2 cm, 50 pcs. in PE-bag
  - 10 09 158
**Aluderm®-Aluplast Plaster Assortment**
- Plasters individually sealed, set in a PE-bag

**Activ-Set Aluderm®-Aluplast Assortment Elastic**
- 10 pieces: 4 plaster strips large, 2 plaster strips small, 2 fingertip plasters, 2 finger joint plasters
- 10 09 410

**Activ-Set 2 Aluderm®-Aluplast Assortment Elastic**
- 20 pieces: 8 plaster strips large, 4 plaster strips small, 4 fingertip plasters, 4 finger joint plasters
- 10 09 412

**Activ-Set Aluderm®-Aluplast Assortment Waterproof**
- 10 pieces: 4 plaster strips large, 2 plaster strips small, 2 fingertip plasters, 2 finger joint plasters detectable
- 10 09 414

**Aluderm®-Aluplast Cannula Plaster**
- Absorbent sterile padding plaster for application around inserted cannulas
- Elastic fleece with centrally located Aluderm® wound pad
- Punched hole and slit
- Approx. 80 x 60 mm
- Individually sealed, sterile packing

**Single Pack**
- 10 09 113
- 20 pcs. in PE-bag
- 10 09 114

**Aluderm®-Aluplast Sterile Plaster Dressing**
- Sterile plaster for application on wounds, also in surgery
- Elastic fleece with centrally located Aluderm® wound pad
- Individually sealed, sterile packing

**Approx. 70 x 53 mm, Single Pack**
- 72 01 053
- Approx. 70 x 53 mm, 10 pcs. in PE-bag
- 10 09 100

**Approx. 100 x 90 mm, Single Pack**
- 72 01 054
- Approx. 100 x 90 mm, 10 pcs. in PE-bag
- 10 09 101
**BambuCare® – our dressing with ecological origin**

The BambuCare® fleece is made from fast growing and low demanding bamboo – a sustainable resource within the ecosystem. BambuCare® can be used on all superficial injuries or strongly exsudating wounds and is an excellent first aid treatment for all casualties. The special quality of the BambuCare® dressing material is also shown in the super absorbing capacity of approx. 3.000 g/m², accompanied by a high breathability. A smooth, large-pored polyamide layer on both sides of the bamboo fleece dressing provides a supple surface that does not adhere to the wound and enables a patient friendly, atraumatic bandage replacement. BambuCare® also has an outstanding padding efficiency, can promote epithelisation and wound healing. It is highly absorbent, air vented, non-fraying, hypoallergenic, physiologically safe, free from bleaching agents and chemical binders.

---

**BambuCare® compress**

- single sterile packing

adults, approx. 10 × 10 cm
10 02 017

children, approx. 6 × 6 cm
10 50 018

---

**BambuCare® bandage packet**

- BambuCare® compress sealed onto elastic WS fixing bandage
- strong absorption, low risk of strangling
- folded in special „NoTouch“ winding that avoids contact during application
- individually sealed, sterile packing

adults small
10 02 011

adults medium
10 02 012

adults large
10 02 013

children small
10 50 014

children medium
10 50 015

children large
10 50 016

---

Sterile SÖHNGEN® wound dressings have a 20-year expiry date from the date of manufacture, as long as the sterile packaging remains undamaged.
Emergency cases

Available in 3 sizes

- **Case STANDARD**
  - approx. 400 x 350 x 170 mm

- **Case EUROMED**
  - approx. 525 x 390 x 180 mm

- **Case CLINOMED**
  - approx. 525 x 390 x 240 mm

Features

- robust sheet aluminium
- electrostatic powder coating in glassy lightgrey
- shock absorbers reinforcing all case corners
- two sturdy lever locks
- ergonomic handle
- transparent lids
- inner partitioning by Rastflex divider system
- Varioflex ampoule storage system
- tailored printing
- coloured pictograms

**Varioflex ampoule storage system**

**Emergency case CLINOMED**
Emergency cases CLINOMED/EUROMED/STANDARD

**Emergency case CLINOMED**
- approx. 525 × 390 × 240 mm
- Varioflex storage system
- 1lO₂-option available*

adults
01 11 300

children
01 11 305

adults and children
01 11 306

empty
incl. Rastflex inner partitioning, Varioflex ampoule brackets
02 12 300

**Emergency case EUROMED**
- approx. 525 × 390 × 180 mm
- Varioflex storage system
- 1lO₂-option available*

adults
01 11 200

children
01 11 204

empty
incl. Rastflex inner partitioning, Varioflex ampoule brackets
02 12 202

**Emergency case STANDARD**
- approx. 400 × 360 × 170 mm
- Varioflex storage system, protected by a transparent door cover
- 1lO₂-option available*

STANDARD, with emergency equipment
01 11 074

STANDARD, empty
incl. Rastflex inner partitioning, Varioflex ampoule brackets
02 12 031
Emergency backpack PROFiL

- approx. 530 x 540 x 400 mm
- volume approx. 54 litres
- weight empty approx. 6.5 kg
- polyester fabric with PVC coating, robust, highly tensile, tear and wear withstanding
- colour red, black edging, white high visibility reflection stripes
- two main compartments
- adjustable divider system
- integrated brackets for oxygen bottle
- detachable central partition plate
- detachable instrument tableau
- five colour coded pouches, held by velcro fasteners
- adjustable bracing belts to fix the central plate
- two front pockets, upper one with additional transparent part for labelling
- lower front bag intended for storing an automated external defibrillator
- two small and one large side pockets
- all pockets equipped with two-way zippers
- side pockets and lower front pocket with high performance reflection stripes
- carrying convenience supported by ergonomically shaped and positioned foam back padding
- adjustable vertical and horizontal carrying strap system
- two ergonomically shaped carrying handles
- reinforced bottom part with five stabilizers for extra stability
- 1-l-O₂-option available*

emergency backpack PROFiL, adults
04 06 062

emergency backpack PROFiL, children
04 06 065

emergency backpack PROFiL, adults and children
04 06 068

emergency backpack PROFiL, empty
incl. 5 coloured pouches and bracket for oxygen cylinder 1 or 2 litres
04 06 060

*Filling incl. O₂ only available within Europe. We will be happy to assist you with any further questions.
Emergency backpack NumberOne

- approx. 460 x 510 x 330 mm
- volume approx. 40 litres
- weight empty approx. 4.7 kg
- polyester fabric with PVC coating, robust, highly tensile, tear and wear withstanding
- colour orange, black edging, white high visibility reflection stripes
- pre-shaped frame
- fitting for oxygen bottle
- lid section with five colour coded pouches held by velcro fasteners
- two front pockets, upper one with organizer section
- two small and one large side pocket
- all pockets equipped with two-way zippers
- high visibility reflection stripes on three sides
- ergonomically designed foam back padding
- adjustable vertical and horizontal carrying straps
- two ergonomically shaped carrying handles
- reinforced bottom part with stabilizers
- 1-l-O_2-option available*

emergency backpack NumberOne, adults
04 06 025

emergency backpack NumberOne, children
04 06 028

emergency backpack NumberOne, adults and children
04 06 031

emergency backpack NumberOne, empty
Incl. 5 coloured pouches and bracket for oxygen cylinder 1 litre
04 06 011

emergency backpack NumberOne, empty
Incl. 5 coloured pouches and bracket for oxygen cylinder 2 litre
04 06 012

*Filling incl. O_2 only available within Europe. We will be happy to assist you with any further questions.
Emergency trolley NumberOne Back’n’Roll

- approx. 455 × 540 × 240 mm
- volume approx. 40 litres
- weight empty approx. 4,7 kg
- polyester fabric with PVC coating, robust, highly tensile, tear and wear withstanding
- colour orange, black edging, white high visibility reflection stripes
- pre-shaped frame
- fitting for oxygen bottle
- lid section with five colour coded pouches held by velcro fasteners
- two ergonomically shaped carrying handles
- telescopic handle for trolley usage
- adjustable vertical and horizontal carrying straps
- two stable wheels
- three external pouches, one long and two short, designed for ancillary equipment
- two front pockets, upper one with organizer section
- all pockets equipped with two-way zippers
- ergonomically designed foam back padding
- reinforced bottom part with stabilizers

empty
04 06 082
Emergency backpack NumberOne Sand

- approx. 410 x 530 x 230 mm
- volume approx. 40 litres
- weight empty approx. 4.7 kg
- CORDURA® nylon fabric with PVC coating, robust, highly tensile, tear and wear withstandng
- colour sand
- pre-shaped frame
- fitting for oxygen bottle
- lid section with five colour coded pouches held by velcro fasteners
- two small and one large side pockets, two front pockets
- all pockets equipped with two-way zippers
- adjustable vertical and horizontal carrying straps
- two ergonomically shaped carrying handles
- reinforced bottom part with stabilizers, colour black

04 06 083
**Disposables**

**Single-use resuscitator breathing system**
- incl. oxygen reservoir, non-rebreathing valves, mask, connecting hose, tubing
- latex free

Adults, 1.500 ml, mask size 5  
01 02 060

Children, 550 ml, mask size 3  
01 02 061

Babys, 280 ml, mask size 1  
01 02 062

**KONTAMED sharps disposal system**
- containers in accordance with technical regulations for handling biological substances at workplaces in the healthcare services
- yellow polypropylene, impact and temperature withstanding, physiologically safe, environmentally friendly, incineration without remnant
- pull-drop slots for easy and safe dividing of syringe and cannula, reinforced bottom that hinders cannulas or sharp objects from penetrating container base
- KONTAMED: approx. 225 × 160 × 70 mm, volume approx. 2.1 litres, with wall bracket, several drop slots, safety closing flap
- KONTAMedium: approx. 152 mm high, volume approx. 450 ml, with red sliding lid and clip lock
- KONTAMedium: approx. 115 mm high, Ø 50 mm, volume approx. 180 ml, fits in every first aid equipment

KONTAMED  
20 09 067

KONTAMedium  
20 09 069

KONTAMedium:  
20 09 068

**Disposable airway**
- Pink, size 000  
01 05 221
- Blue, size 00  
01 05 222
- Grey, size 0  
01 05 223
- White, size 1  
01 05 224
- Green, size 2  
01 05 225
- Orange, size 3  
01 05 226
- Red, size 4  
01 05 227
- Violet, size 5  
01 05 228

**Mouth & ointment spatula**
- approx. 150 × 20 mm

Plastic, 10 pcs.  
10 10 181

Wood, 100 pcs.  
10 10 183
SÖHNGEN® stretcher stand FastRack

- suitable for stretchers pursuant to DIN 13024
- approx. 1,610 x 680 mm, 760 mm high, compact folding size
- weight approx. 17 kg
- lightweight and easy to carry
- quick and easy installation, no loose individual parts
- ready for use within 2 minutes, can be set up by one person
- frame structure of square steel tube profiles, sturdy, for heavy duty application
- electrostatic white powder coating
- two screw elements for lateral fixation of the stretcher
- four turn-up stabilisers to additionally reinforce stability
- self-locking folding bracket for height adjustment, shock recovery position within a matter of seconds
- sheet metal tray (approx. 480 x 290 mm/1,5 mm strong), may also serve as a desk
- incl. robust storage and transport bag manufactured from high-strength and hard-wearing polyester fabric, colour orange, with zip closure over three sides, handle, adjustable shoulder strap

Infusion pole for stretcher

- suitable for stretchers with square tube profiles up to 50 mm
- made of aluminium
- extendable height range 60-100 cm
- adjustable clamp for stretcher fixation and hook for infusions

06 02 006

06 01 300
SÖHNGEN® Sphygmomanometer

- precision aneroid sphygmomanometer for one-hand operation
- manufactured in compliance with European standard EN 1060
- housing made of sturdy, light plastic
- diaphragm in copper-beryllium membrane
- easy to read aluminium scale (Ø approx. 60 mm) from 0 up to 300 mmHg
- latex inflation bulb, stainless steel handle, nickel-plated air release valve
- maximum error tolerance of ±3 mmHg
- excess pressure protection, no stop pin, shockproof
- incl. cuff, different sizes for adults, children and babies available

Sphygmomanometer SÖHNGEN® adult
01 07 021

Sphygmomanometer SÖHNGEN® child
01 07 022

Sphygmomanometer SÖHNGEN® baby
01 07 024

Separate velcro cuff adult, arm circumference 24–32 cm
01 07 043

Separate velcro cuff adult extra large, arm circumference 32–42 cm
01 07 032

Separate velcro cuff child, arm circumference 13–20 cm
01 07 042

Separate velcro cuff baby, arm circumference 7,5–13 cm
01 07 041
**Disaster box system SEG**

The name of our SEG emergency box system has its origin in the German abbreviation for „Schnelleinsatzgruppe“, which means a quick responding team within the rescue services, especially provided for disasters occurring. The SEG box system facilitates a professional response to large-scale disasters and may be purchased individually or as a complete unit consisting of 6 stackable aluminium boxes, each box with its own specific function: dressing material, burns, resuscitation, care material, diagnostics and infusion, ProPatient.

- uniform measurements
- approx. 600 x 400 x 410 mm each
- made from aluminium with reinforced, rounded corner parts
- two lever locks each
- two carrying handles each
- easily stacked on each other by means of special edges on lid section
- lids with all-round sealing
- coloured pictograms and labels corresponding to content and function

SÖHNGEN® sterile dressings are produced under strictly controlled conditions in our own cleanrooms in Taunusstein, Germany, with modern equipment and methods.

**SEG box 1 – Dressing Material**
- contains 2 identically filled module bags DRESSING MATERIAL
- module bags with zip closure, two handles, inner loops for storing
- module bags contain variety of SÖHNGEN® high-class woundcare dressings such as aluderm® and DermaCare®

01 01 710

**SEG box 2 – Resuscitation**
- contains 2 module bags RESUSCITATION, resuscitator bags, suction pumps
- module bags contain large laryngoscope set incl. blade assortment, complete selection of intubation and resuscitation accessories, clamps and syringes, amongst others

01 01 711
Disaster box system SEG

SEG box 3 – Diagnostics & Infusion
- contains 2 identical filled module bags DIAGNOSTICS & INFUSION
- incl. sphygmomanometers, stethoscopes, infusion sets, cannulas and plasters,
  sharps disposal containers, vinyl gloves and disinfectants
- space for approx. 20 bottles of infusion fluids

SEG box 4 – Burns
- contains broad and varied assortment of aluderm® dressings and bandages,
  aluderm® specialty dressings and bedsheets, 24 flasks of sterile water
- separate transport bag containing 3 aluderm® mattresses AquaCool

SEG box 5 – Care Material
- contains, amongst many others, disposable stretcher sheets, surface disinfec-
tants, sets for personal protection incl. gloves and face masks

SEG box 6 – ProPatient
- contains 48 standardised treatment sets ProPatient
- selection of equipment for infusion treatment, aluderm® dressings, sharps
disposal box, medical gloves, rescue blankets
- 48 colour coded triage cards allow for medical staff to prioritise, identify,
  record and treat patients accordingly
Resuscitator bags

**SÖHNGEN® resuscitator bag P – adults**
- compressible unit with handle, made from non-ageing silicone, temperature-resistant from -40 °C to 80 °C without alteration of physical properties
- ventilation rate of 40 compressions per minute possible
- lower ventilation volumes allow for higher ventilation rates
- transparent ventilation mask
- support strap for firm grip
- patient valve: equipped with silicone membrane
- combination inlet valve with silicone flapper for ventilation with atmospheric air or in connection with adaptor 1 and oxygen reservoir
- safety valve with constant pressure control, opens at 55-60 mbar
- adaptor for additional functions*
- patient valve with PEEP function *, equipped with a spring-loaded leaflet valve, housing made from sterilisable sulphone resin
- neoprene anti-static shell**
- oxygen reservoir**

*depending on the model

**Resuscitator bag – TRANSLUCENT**
- patient valve, PEEP-valve, combination inlet valve, adaptor for oxygen supply, oxygen reservoir, clear face mask (size large)

01 02 033

**Resuscitator bag – ANTISTATIC**
- as before, additional neoprene anti-static shell

01 02 007

**Resuscitator bag – ECONOMY**
- patient valve, combination inlet valve, clear face mask large, no PEEP-ventilation possible

01 02 002

**Transparent ventilation masks**
- mask dome of sulphone resin with anti-condense coating
- elastic, flexible hollow section seam made of silicone
- excellent fit
- with standard ISO connection

children
01 05 015

teens
01 05 016

adults
01 05 017
**SÖHNGEN® resuscitator bag P – baby**

- Technical designs fundamentally based on ventilation bag for adults
- All dimensions subsequently reduced and appropriate for children
- Compressible silicone unit
- Maximum ventilation volume 320 ml, ventilation rate of 60 compressions per minute possible
- Lower ventilation volumes allow higher ventilation rates
- Safety overflow valve opens at approx. 30-35 mbar
- Fresh air inlet valve for ventilation with ambient air, in connection with oxygen reservoir for oxygen-assisted ventilation
- Patient valve with PEEP function
- Rendell-Baker ventilation mask made from silicone

**Baby resuscitator bag – TRANSLUCENT**

01 02 026

**Baby resuscitator bag – ANTISTATIC**

01 02 008

**Rendell-Baker masks**

- Transparent silicone
- Soft fit
- ISO connection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>01 05 018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>01 05 019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>01 05 020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Oxygen/intubation**

**Intubation set SN-CD**
- size approx. 310 x 210 x 130 mm
- ABS-thermoplastic
- contains HEI-LIT cold light laryngoscope, battery handle, 3 Macintosh blades (small, medium, large), 1 Miller blade
- additionally contains bandage scissors, Pean-clamp, endotracheal tubes, intubation stylet, Wendl tubes, Guedel airways, blocker syringe, bite protection mouthpiece, plaster tape
- contents stored in pre-laid foam blocks
- can also be equipped with metal (cold and warm light) laryngoscopes – please specify when ordering

01 06 001

**Oxygen apparatus**
- suitable for the use at emergency units, hospitals and ambulances as well as doctors, dentists or outpatient clinics
- incl. a 1 or 2 litre oxygen bottle*, adjustable pressure regulator, face mask with reservoir bag, oxygen connecting tube
- can be easily connected with a resuscitator bag
- bag approx. 410 x 320 x 160 mm, durable nylon, colour orange, strong handles, shoulder belt, carrying strap, zip closure

incl. 1 litre oxygen bottle
01 08 021
incl. 2 litre oxygen bottle
01 08 023

**SÖHNGEN® pressure regulator**
- tested by the German federal materials testing Institute (BAM), fully complies with all specifications under the German oxygen regulation
- manufactured in accordance to the highest safety standards
- modern design, large, readable scales, chromeplated mat finish
- manually operated connecting system, permits regulators to be used in conjunction with modern oxygen cylinders
- no need for any additional tools
- regulator with spout outlet, may be used in connection with oxygen resuscitation equipment
- controlled flow from 0–15 l/min, individually adjustable

01 08 041

*Filling incl. O₂ only available within Europe. We will be happy to assist you with any further questions.
SÖHNGEN® cold light laryngoscope
- optimum light accuracy through fibre optic bundle
- illumination whiter and brighter than with conventional models
- robust metal battery handle
- blades made from high quality, rustfree steel

battery handle, incl. batteries  
01 06 104  
Macintosh blade size 1  
01 06 106  
Macintosh blade size 2  
01 06 107  
Macintosh blade size 3  
01 06 108  
Macintosh blade size 4  
01 06 109  
Macintosh blade size 5  
01 06 112  
Miller blade size 0  
01 06 113  
padded laryngoscope set with battery handle and 2 blades Macintosh sizes 2 and 4  
01 06 110

SÖHNGEN® warm light laryngoscope
- standard metal battery handle
- blades with interchangeable light bulb
- made from high quality, rustfree steel

battery handle, incl. batteries  
01 06 004  
Macintosh blade size 0  
01 06 005  
Macintosh blade size 1  
01 06 015  
Macintosh blade size 2  
01 06 006  
Macintosh blade size 3  
01 06 013  
Macintosh blade size 4  
01 06 007  
Miller blade size 0  
01 05 065  
Miller blade size 1  
01 05 066  
Miller blade size 2  
01 05 067  
Miller blade size 4  
01 05 068  
replacement bulb for blade size 0-1  
01 06 009  
replacement bulb for blade size 2-4  
01 06 008
Suction pumps for secretion

MonoVAC suction pump
- manual suction unit, light, economic, efficient
- for foot/hand operation where no alternative energy source is available
- immediate high suction capacity up to 600 hPa to remove body fluids and to free up the respiratory tract
- easy to operate via a large, easy-motion pedal
- suction volume depends on the lifting frequency
- high impact ABS thermoplastic casing
- external size approx. 200 x 200 x 90 mm, weight approx. 1.000 g
- volume of fluid collection bottle approx. 400 ml
- with overflow safeguard that hinders fluids to enter pump casing
- incl. 2-stage silicone suction tube and fingertip suction interrupter to which required suction catheters can be connected

01 04 018

Pull_Vac Suction Pump
- manually operated suction pump
- immediate high suction capacity up to 600 hPa
- easy to operate via large hand lever
- can be reliably used in emergency situations by a single person
- pump with plastic casing, grey coloured
- fluid collection bottle with overflow safeguard, prevents collected fluids from entering the pump casing
- external size approx. 180 x 70 mm, weight approx. 275 g
- max. vacuum approx. 600 hPa (450 mmHg, 0.6 bar)
- suction receptacle (effective capacity) of approx. 300 ml

01 04 040

Accu-Vac suction pump
- electric suction pump encased in ABS thermoplastic antishock chassis
- suitable for ambulance and paramedic vehicles.
- size approx. 340 x 240 x 110 mm, weight approx. 4.2 kg
- operates on 12 Volt battery, must be recharged after approx. 30 minutes
- collection reservoir approx. 1.000 ml
- incl. protective filter, control valve, recharger, external recharging cable, carrying bag
- adjustable suction capacity between approx. 0-800 mbar
- max. suction flow rate approx. 20 litres per minute
- recharger 100/230 V 50/60 Hz
- LEDs indicate state of charge

01 04 015
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5. Gefahrenerübung – Verpackungskosten
5.1. Sofern sich aus der Auftragsbestätigung nichts anderes ergibt, ist Lieferung „ab Werk“ vereinbart.
5.2. Für die Rücknahme von Verpackungen gelten gesonderte Vereinbarungen.
5.3. Sofern der Kunde es wünscht, werden wir die Lieferung durch eine Transportversicherung eindecken; die insoweit anfallenden Kosten trägt der Kunde.

6. Mängelhaftung
6.3. Schlägt die Nachlieferung fehl, so ist der Kunde nach seiner Wahl berechtigt, Rücktritt oder Minderung zu verlangen.
6.5. Wir haften nach den gesetzlichen Bestimmungen, sofern wir schuldhaft eine wesentliche Vertragspflicht verletzt; in diesem Fall ist aber die Schadensersatzhaftung auf den vorhersehbaren, typischerweise eintretenden Schaden begrenzt.
6.6. Soweit dem Kunden ein Anspruch auf Ersatz des Schadens statt der Leistung zustünde, ist er auch im Rahmen von Abs. 3 (a) auf Ersatz des vorhersehbaren, typischerweise eintretenden Schadens begrenzt.
6.7. Die Haftung wegen schuldhafter Verletzung des Lebens, des Körpers oder der Gesundheit bleibt unberührt; dies gilt auch für die zwingende Haftung nach dem Produkthaftungsgesetz.
6.8. Soweit nicht vorstehend etwas Abweichendes geregelt ist, ist die Haftung ausgeschlossen.

7. Gesamthaftung
7.2. Die Begrenzung nach Abs. (1) gilt auch, soweit der Kunde anstelle eines Anspruchs auf Ersatz des Schadens, statt der Leistung nutzloser Aufwendungen verlangt.
7.3. Soweit die Schadensersatzhaftung uns gegenüber ausgeschlossen oder eingeschränkt ist, gilt dies auch im Hinblick auf die persönliche Schadensersatzhaftung unserer Angehörigen, Arbeitnehmer, Mitarbeiter, Vertreter und Erfüllungsgehilfen.

8. Eigentumsvorbehaltsrecht
8.2. Soweit die Kaufsache nach einem anderen Ort als dem Erfüllungsort verbracht wurde, ist der Kunde nach unserer Wahl berechtigt, die Kaufsache zurückzunehmen.
8.3. Wir behalten uns das Eigentum an der Kaufsache bis zum Eingang aller Zahlungen aus dem Lieferungsvorbehalt. Bei Abtretung von Rechten an uns ist der Kaufpreis auf die abgetretenen Forderungen und deren Schuldner zu erhöhen. Soweit der Kunde uns die abgetretenen Forderungen und deren Schuldner bekannt gibt, alle zum Umtausch des Eigentumsberechts und der Rechte an der Kaufsache berechtigt. Im Fall der Mangelbeseitigung oder der Ersatzlieferung sind wir zur Verpflichtung, die Kaufsache zurückzunehmen.

9. Gerichtsstand – Erfüllungsort
9.1. Sofern die Kunde Kaufmann ist, ist unser Geschäftsgericht Gerichtsstand; wir sind jedoch berechtigt, den Kunde auch an seinem Wohnsitzgericht zu verklagen.
9.2. Es richtet sich nach dem Recht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland; die Geltung des UN-Kaufrechts ist ausgeschlossen.
9.3. Sofern sie aus der Auftragsbestätigung nichts anderes ergibt, ist unser Geschäftssitz Erfüllungsort.

Stand 01.01.2011 W.Söhngen GmbH, Platter Str. 84, D65232 Taunusstein